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1.

Pragmatism, Sociology and the Dynamics

of social processes

Modelling Action and Argumentation
in public Controversies and ordinary Practices





Theoretical background Main domain of validity

Fields, habitus and social theory

(Bourdieu)

Social careers, activities and tastes in groups,
symbolic imposition of cultural norms, modes of
legitimation in fields of power

Discursive Democracy

(Habermas)

Public debate on public debate and rules of
democracy

Governementality and Technology of the Self

(Foucault)

Genealogy, Biopolitics and Power-Knowledge.
Governing through TechnoScience

Ethnomethodology

(Garfinkel & French version of situated action:
Quéré)

Cognitive procedures in context, practical
reasoning, production of accounts in front of
troubles and the routines of everyday life

Sociology of justification

(Boltanski and Thévenot)

Sense of justice and opposite definitions of
public good from ordinary interactions to
public affairs

Actor Network Theory: re-assembling the
Social (Latour and/or Callon)

Science in action, controversies, innovations
and public assessment of research programs

Argumentative Sociology and Pragmatics
of transformation

(GSPR and friends)

Emergence and trajectory of new sets of
actors and arguments through a wide range
of arenas; shifting process between
controversy and conflict



An argumentative sociology deals with three levels of analysis:

1. Contexts, situations and arenas in which actors deal with an
argumentative constraint with different strategies to escape (Goffman,
Boltanski, Jasper, Cefaï… );

2. The making of arguments as a political activity around discursive
nodes, norms of reasoning and rhetorical means for strategic
manoeuvring (Perelman, Toulmin, Ducrot, van Emeeren, Walton,
Plantin, Angenot, Doury … );

3. The transformation of arguments and actor coalitions (Hajer) over
time through a long series of redefinitions generated by disputes and
controversies and by which some arguments are selected and become
strenghtened enough to join common representations and ordinary
discourses (that is the specific stuff of Sociological Ballistics … ).



2.

A ballistics of complex processes



This graph is based on statistical distribution of the years cited in discourses and texts that compose the

French corpus concerning asbestos analysed with Prospéro.

Asbestos public trajectory in France
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workplace
accidents law

First signs and alarms

Mesotheliom : official
recognition as asbestos
illness

Huge mobilization, anti-
asbestos group
inUniversity of Jussieu

Contamined Air Scandal (1995)

Ban of Asbestos in France (1997)

Senate report
recognizing state
responsability

Thousands of
deaths are
coming …

First Social Crisis

Silent period
no mobilization

Political Crisis
Judicial
Crisis International

struggle goes on





General Model of Transformation for Warnings and Controversies

Accident
Conflict
Legal action
New alert
Public consultation
Unveiling conflicts of interests
New scientific findings
…



Andrew Abbott, “On the concept of turning point”
in Time matters. On theory and Methods
The University of Chicago Press, 2001.

“The concept of turning point is a « narrative concept ». That is, the concept has
reference to two points in time, not one. What makes a turning point a turning
point rather than a minor ripple is the passage of sufficient time ‘on the new
course’such that it becomes clear that direction has indeed changed.”(p. 245)

“What makes the trajectories trajectories is their inertial quality, their quality of
enduring large amounts of minor variation without any appreciable change in
overall direction or regime.”(p. 248)

Shifting from narratives to argumentation

How do actors discuss the reversibility or irreversibility of a turning point, try to
avoid it upstream –as they do in risk assessment –or to interpret the causality and
consequences afterwards or downstream, after a marking event has occurred.



3.

New forms of protest
and regimes of critique



In public debates concerning public policy and project,
accepting to enter into a genuine dialogic process quickly
leads players to seek a compromise if they are oriented
towards consensus and cooperation - which generates
multiple tactics to close as soon as possible the discussion (
"we will not argue on this point," "it would lead us too far ")

In the case of a dissensus orientation, the figure that Lyotard
describes as the concept of « differend » (deep
disagreement), it leads to a defense crystallization in order to
reduce the views of others and to literally bomb his
opponent's arguments so that he could not respond, in the
aim to reduce his scope of intervention.

In both cases, arguing involves both faculties of action and
emotions whose mode and intensity depend on resistance to
the revision process (see Gärdenfors and Livet on that point).



Conflict at Notre-
Dame-des-Landes /
New Airport project
near Nantes



0. Blissful indifference (nothing to discuss)

1. Technical critique: counter-expertise, metrologic or epistemic
controversy;

2. Procedural Critique: Modes of consultation, deliberation and dispute
resolution;

3. Accusation towards a specific entity: claiming against an injustice or
discrimination produced by a named entity (naming, claiming, blaming)

4. Critique of injustice created by a “system”: struggles against inequalities,
environmental justice;

5. Radical criticism against the “system” based on an alternative “system” :
deep disagreement, conflicting values and opposing worldviews ;
alternative visions of the futures;

6. Radical criticism without alternative vision: catastrophism and prophecy
of doom.

7. Cynism …

A gradient of critique: 6 regimes of critique



The convergent move of critiques
in the case of shale gas protest

1.Technical critique:
1.Technical Fracking and Water pollution
2.Used Water and difficulties of recycling
3.Earthquakes Risk

2.Procedural Critique:
1.Lack of consultation
2.Denying local institutions and representatives

3.Accusation towards a specific entity:
1.Air Pollution (number of trucks)
2. Water

4.Critique of injustice
1.Health Consequences
2.Quality of landscape
3.Tourism Consequences

5.Radical criticism against the “system” based on an alternative “system” :
1.US in France
2.No utility for energy
3.Global Warming

6.Radical criticism without alternative vision:
1. Destruction of Earth



Marking the anti-shale gas protest between the town hall and the police station in
Villeneuve-de-Berg (Ardèche, France). Photo FC, May 2012



4.

A post-pragmatic view on evidence and truth:
expertise between inquiry and struggle



Expertise is at stake in all the processes observed

• The classical model of expertise has been under huge critique:
asymetry, lack of transparency, conflict of interest, late
knowledge, old fashioned verificationism and epistemology,
monodisciplinary reasoning etc

• New forms of expertise dealing with more complex issues:
contradictory expertise, collective, distributed, participatory …









Expertise /
Counter-
Expertise

Dissensus and conflict on
facts and matter of facts

Legal suits on courts
Political debates

Resolving the
conflict with a
decision

Greenpeace
CRII-RAD / ACRO
CRII-GEN
Robins des Toits

Collective
Expertise

Plurality of viewpoints and
multidisciplinary approach
oriented to a consensus-based
assessment

The procedure is
conducted by a
national or
international agency,
generally after new
scientific publication or
marking events
creating a shift in
assessment

Making a strong
consensus

Comité Dormont ESB
IPCC
INSERM amiante 1997
WHO 2012
INSERM pesticides 2013
IPBES

Distributed
Expertise

A diversity of actors with
different skills and tools,
interests and knowledge,
agencies, private labs, NGOs,
contribute to a trend in
balancing certainties and
uncertainties, knowledge and
ignorance, standard
evaluations and specific
experimentations or
experiences

Flux of studies, reports,
research and
reviewing, which
define, without a
central organizer, the
common knowledge
and the collective
norms - e.g. good
practices

Convergence and
divergence which
produce a space of
relevant scenarios

Nanos
Endocrine disruptors
Energy scenarios
(IEA, Ademe,
NegaWatt… )

Dialogic or
participatory
Expertise

Direct interactions between
scientists, enginers,
stakeholders and the public

Open consequentialism
by which lay
experiences and the
plurality of life forms
are taken into account
for collective
assessment

Reframing trust in
public expertise
and decision

Danish Board of
Technology
Citizen panels
Digital democracy
Participatory research



Cumulative impacts, risk assessment
and environmental Justice
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5.

Towards a pragmatics of transformation



Pragmatics of transformations: 6 spheres/6 sociologies
Chateauraynaud & Debaz, to be published in 2016





INTERACTING MILIEUX AND GREEN ECONOMY ON THE GROUND…



Montreal, May 2014, prise de vue FC





6.

From global space of calculation to local

experiences

Vigilance, adaptation and invention in interacting milieux



Blayais, estuaire de la Gironde Gravelines, côte d’Opale

Dungeness, KentHinkley point, estuaire de la Severn











La centrale du Blayais inondée, 28/12/1999



A building on the South-West French coast ,threatened by erosion,
which is growing fast. Climate change will increase the threat and
will produce transformation of the estuary ecosystem including
artificial facilities and devices.

© Photo Julien Lestage. Sud Ouest 3 janvier 2014



A milieu can be defined as a common world of experience shared by
different entities, human and non-human. These entities have always
to deal with other milieux, and the resulting interactions produce
frictions (Ana Tsing, 2005)







Thank you for your attention!



Annex



From monotonic to non-monotonic reasoning
1 Classical mode of reasoning: Modus Ponens / Modus

Tollens

Monotonic Logics

2 P implies Q; P is asserted to be true, so therefore Q must be

true.

Foundation of classical rationality

3 Pragmatics of Justification (Pragmatics according to

Boltanski & Thévenot, 1991)

Putting Rationality in context and connecting social

situations to universal principles of foundation

4 S (situation) congruent to R (Regime of Justification), then S

implies R – if not true, then S implies D (Dispute)

The plurality of Principles or Regimes of action and/or

justification explains the numerous disputes in social

life

5 Pragmatist sociology of transformation: Events, actions

and argumentations are transformed through interpretive

activities, producing a new series of actions, argumentations

and decisions, with a huge uncertainty on practical

consequencies

The plurality of interpretations creates both constant

reevaluations of norms and rules, and a

creative/collective activity with emerging actors, new

ways of arguing and innovative devices or tools.

6 In a situation S, E (event) or A (action) seized by I

(interpretative activity) produces A (argumentation) from

which proceeds the evaluation or valuation (V) of available

rules (R0… Rn) but, at the same time, of known and

unknown consequences (C) which evaluation or valuation

(V) retroacts not only on the situation S but on a series of

future situations (F)

Non-monotonic or complex logics with emerging and

retroactive consequences (non-linear process and

feedback)



Evolving environmental challenges: from specific to systemic

Characterisation of

key challenges

Key features In the spotlight in Policy approaches

(examples)

Specific linear cause-effect,

large(point) sources,

often local level

1970s / 1980s

(continuing today)

targeted policies

and single-issue

instruments

Diffuse cumulative causes,

multiple sources,

often regional level

1980s / 1990s

(continuing today)

policy integration

and raising public

awareness

Systemic complex causes,

interlinked sources,

often global level

1990s / 2000s

(continuing today)

policy coherence

and systemic

approaches (long-

term transitions)

Source: EEA, SOER2010


